FIRM ECONOMICS (NETWORKED)

Choosing the direction of the firm's economics, you will receive excellent, in-depth economic training, master advanced digital technologies in economics, learn to generate promising ideas and turn them into concrete business plans.

Program length:
Full-time education 2 years
Part-time education for 2.5 years
Starting date: September, 1st
Language of instruction: Russian
Tuition fee per year:
Full-time education 160,316 rubles (~ $ 2,160)
Part-time education 96,800 (~ 1300 USD)
Program Leaders: Natalia N. Tereshchenko

Prerequisites:

Entrance tests:
- Economics (test)

Qualification: Master's degree

Skills/ objectives:
- Theory and practice of analyzing the economic activities of the organization
- Methodology for developing business plans of an enterprise and justifying projects for its development
- Order of cost planning and methods of their optimization
- Methods for substantiating alternative options for management decisions
- Theory and practice of enterprise project management
- Features of drawing up current and long-term plans for the development of the enterprise.

Contacts:
Tel. +7 (391) 206-24-44
e-mail: YSuslova @ sfu kras.ru
Address: st.LidaPrushinskaya 2, room 4-11
Master's Degree Program

FIRM ECONOMICS (NETWORKED)

CURRICULUM

- Microeconomics (advanced level)
- Macroeconomics (advanced level)
- Information technology in economic science and practice
- Business communications in professional activity
- Financial environment and entrepreneurial risks
- Innovation management

Contacts:
Tel. +7 (391) 206-24-44
e-mail: YSuslova @ sfu kras.ru
Address: st.LidaPrushinskaya 2, room 4-11